
What soda is most unhealthy for 
your teeth? 

                                        



  Big Question:

         My big question is: What soda is the most unhealthy for your teeth?



Research: Source 1 

Teeth decay depends on how much sugar is in what beverage you are consuming. 
According to the website iupilon.com: Surprisingly, Sprite has 44 grams of sugar in only 
a 12 fluid oz can. Mountain Dew has 46 grams of sugar in a 12 oz can. Dr Pepper, a 
favorite of many all over the world, sadly has 41 grams of sugar, and Pepsi has 41 
grams of sugar as well. 

Hey make sure to 
brush!



 Source 2:

According to Webmd.com, these sodas: Coke, Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Dr Pepper, 
Sprite, and Canada Dry Ginger Ale all have high amounts of sugar. All of the 
beverages listed are extremely unhealthy for a person’s teeth and even start tooth 
decay! YUCK! 



 Source 3:

According to newsweek.com, the number one most popular soda is Coca-Cola, 
behind that, Diet Coke, then Pepsi, next Dr.Pepper, and Mountain Dew. As of fall  
2021, $36.5 billion dollars had already been spent on Coca-Cola!



Hypothesis:  
I think Mountain Dew will be the most unhealthy for your teeth. I think this because 
Mountain Dew is loaded with sugar and even added sugar. Sugar is the main 
agent of teeth rotting. Mountain Dew is one of the most sugar filled drinks! I am 
thinking that Mountain Dew will rot the limestone even more than the other sodas. 



Materials:   

For this experiment ill will need: 

❏ Four labeled cups
❏ Four different sodas (I used- Mountain Dew, Pepsi, Sprite and Dr.Pepper)
❏ Masking tape
❏ A pen
❏ Scissors
❏ 4 PH strips                                                    
❏ 4  coffee filters
❏ 1 cup of granulated limestone
❏ Newspapers (for drying)
❏ Measuring cup



Procedure: 

❏ For this experiment you will first need to collect your supplies. 
❏ Next, Label 4  different cups with your different soda names
❏ Now pour ½ cups of soda into each cup                         
❏ Next, test the pH of each soda and record the data
❏ Then, label 4 different coffee filters
❏ Pour ¼ cups of granulated limestone into each cup 
❏ Weigh the limestone in the coffee filter and record the data (DO NOT DIP IN SODA YET!)
❏ Now, put the limestone into each coffee filter (make sure each one has an equal amount.)
❏ Set the coffee filters in a safe place overnight. Then, after its fully dried, place the filters with 

the limestone still in them on separate news papers.
❏ Finally, weigh each of them and subtract the starting weight to the final. See how much it lost. 

 



Variables:  

The things that will stay the same are: I will have the same cups, PH strips, coffee 
filters, limestone and I'll use the same scale for each one. I will keep the limestone 
in the same place to dry and the same drying time. The only changing variable is 
the soda flavors.



Observations 

What I've observed over the last couple of days is that the sodas have soaked into 
the coffee filters changing the filter’s colors. Also, they have taken a couple of days 
to dry. Some are also opening up on the top. By this information, I still think 
Mountain Dew will be the worst.                                                                                           

As you can see 

many are opening 

in this picture 
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Key: Pink= dry limestone before soda experiment
Blue= Limestone weight after soda experiment 
Green: Grams 
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Graph!



Conclusions:

I have learned at the end of my experiment that my hypothesis was incorrect. I 
estimated that Mountain Dew would rot the limestone the most. However, Dr. 
Pepper made the limestone rot the most. I assumed the Mountain Dew would rot 
the most because it has a lot of sugar and and a lot of sugar can cause teeth 
decay. The limestone in the Dr. Pepper lost 10 grams! Sprite lost 8 grams, Pepsi 
lost 8 grams as well, and Mountain Dew lost 7 grams.



Reflection:  

What I wish I had done differently was let them dry longer and do more research 
about what sodas have the most sugar, to determine which would be the worst for 
your teeth. Next time I would use different sodas with the less amounts of sugar to 
test!



Abstract:

                      What Soda Is Most Unhealthy For Your Teeth? 

 This experiment shows what soda is most unhealthy for your teeth. The limestone 
was my alternative to teeth for this experiment. I tested 4 different sodas: 
Mountain Dew, Sprite, Dr. Pepper, and Pepsi! Then I tested the PH levels. I have 
learned that the sodas with the more sugar will result in more teeth rotting. It's 
important to cut back on the soda to save your teeth. 


